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in the work has grown and, consequently, the material contributed is of
such quality as to win favorable comment from many sources. May
such improvement continue during the years to come. C.R.B.
Looking Forward
In view of the favorable progress that has been made by the LAw
JOURNAL during the first two years of its existence, we look forward
with confidence to that day in the near future when it will be adopted
as the official Ohio State University Law Review. It is quite probable
that had the finances of the University been such as to permit the outlay
necessitated, the desired result would have been already achieved.
In the meantime the magazine is being supported, aside from sub-
scriptions and advertising returns, by the voluntary assessment on each
law student of one dollar fee per quarter. This is evidence that the
students recognize the fact that the publication fulfills a long needed
want. We trust that the authorities will consider these things when
the question of an Official Law Journal arises. Until that time we will
do all we can to maintain the improvement and justify the faith of our
supporters in us. C.R.B.
